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POWERING ACTIONABLE DATA-DRIVEN
HEALTHCARE ORGANIZATIONS

HOSPITAL
 COMMAND CENTER

*Actual photo of customer's command center

REAL TIME ACTIONABLE AI POWERED INSTANT 
DATA

Real-time surveillance
and analysis of clinical
and operational data
to identify risks and
exceptions

Actionable measures to
optimize operational
capacities and reduce
inefficiencies and cost
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AI-powered rules engine
that digitizes KPIs,
measures performance,
and integrates optimal
actions into workflows

Instant data
connectivity for quick
decision-making,
efficient management
and fluid continuity
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HELPING YOU EXCEED YOUR GOALS TRANSFORMATIONAL NETWORK EFFECT

IMPROVING CARE & PATIENT SAFETY
Most complete patient view from clinical and
operational data resources across the full continuum
of care spectrum that incorporates external
environmental factors such as SDOH to deliver the
promise of personalized health experiences

ENHANCED REVENUE CYCLE MANAGEMENT
Improved revenue generation driven by real-time data
visibility, proactive issue management, and reduced
revenue leakage are all enabled by instant performance
monitoring

OPTIMAL PROCESS & WORKFLOW
Accelerated throughput and escalated care monitoring
leveraging AI/ML models and expert clinical
interventions that alert providers of potential clinical
and operation risk

www.dedalus.com/naLife flows through our software



HELPING YOU EXCEE D YOUR GOALS 

Life flows through our software
For more information
www.dedalus.com/na

MEETING YOUR FINANCIAL OBJECTIVES
Tangible economic effect that optimizes
resources and creates immediate ROI

Network effect on other parts of the business
that generated significant resource savings

Fosters improved collaboration and digitization
of rich interoperability across apps & processes

Reduces the rate of payor's rejections and
claim denials
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SAFER CARE,
BETTER OUTCOMES WITH  

REAL-TIME OPERATIONAL &  
CLINICAL SURVEILLANCE

OPERATIONAL GOVERNANCE
Create synergy among C-suite,
frontline clinical, and operational
staff to ensure adherence to
policies and procedures, solving
enterprise-wide challenges and
consumer-centered experiences.

Dedalus Command Center is a centralized healthcare
operations control center that improves logistics,
enhances enterprise visibility, and streamlines
coordination across multiple departments or facilities.  

A command center can involve multiple department
representatives working in a single room, or it can be
virtually centralized, with remote capabilities provided
to decision-makers and frontline workers.      


